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About This Game

Which Team has won the last Champions League? Who scored the “Wembley Goal”, causing the 3:2 at the World Cup 1966?
Which record established France in the UEFA Cup season 1997-1998?

Do you have the answer for all questions? Then hurry up and play the ultimate Football Cup quiz SPORT 1 Live : Duel and
boast your knowledge of football. Challenge your friends or compete against random opponents and compare your scores live.

Will you be the one with the top international highscore?

Simply log in and get going! SPORT1 Live : Duel is the perfect game for regular matches as well as the ultimate diversion in
between. Collect all achievements in the Single Player mode or challenge people around the world in a duel. Statistics and

highscores show your progress!

Features

Prove your knowledge in thousands of questions

Various categories of questions (World Cup, European Cup, Champions League, and many international leagues)

New questions will be added regularly

Encompasses the entire world of football – answer historical questions as well as present-day
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Test your knowledge against the international high-score list

Create your own avatar – countless design options are at your fingertips

Play live head-to-head or round-based in the invitation duel

The special single player mode is highly motivating and perfect for practice

Collect all achievements across the game

Have access to the statics
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Title: SPORT1 Live : Duel
Genre: Casual, Sports
Developer:
Sport1 GmbH
Publisher:
Sport1 GmbH
Release Date: 30 May, 2014
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English,German
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This is the best Pre-Production Plan Tool , If you are looking down the line plan for games and movies, this is the boss! it lives
as it says, very efficient way to work, brain storm, execute , a time saver ! Very Handy for teams or if you are using for indie.
*disclaimer: I'm sad to put a thumb down mostly because there aren't many reviews and this would probably weight a lot on the
game's rating, but I can't recommend it as it is now. I've written my review in english in the hope that the developers could read it
and possibly think about my issues and suggestions*

Legion Tale takes many things from other games (mostly from Fire Emblem, but it also has the direction-facing guard and from
Ogre Battle and an active system during combat to concatenate attacks through a very simple QTE, like in Legend of Dragoon), and
while it would seem a great idea I'm sorry to say that it isn't implemented very well.

I'm really sorry to say this because I can understand that the developers worked a lot on the game, but there are too many problems
and even after self-forcing myself to continue playing I couldn't go on.
I played up until mission 20 (the game should be around 30 missions as it is written in the game's description), and these are the
problems that I think must be addressed (most are within the combat system):

The Attack Point system has to be re-worked: in the game every attack uses a certain number of APs, so most of the time
your units can't make combos (or even attack once during your turn) because they don't have enough APs.
These Points can't be recovered with some items, but only increments automatically at the start of every turn.
I understand that this is a way to make the game less easy (without this, after getting the rythm of the QTE you could
oneshot every enemy with every unit), but this isn't the right way to do this: this is a strategy game with active combos and
you can't send an unit to kill an enemy and discover that you can't do it because after 1-2 attacks he still has some HPs but
you dont have enough APs to finish him.
Other times, you try to be parsimoniuos and actively fail a combo only to discover that the enemy survives with 3 or less
HPs.
I think that the simplest solution could be adding a new item that restores APs (the balancing would also be simple because
as any other item in the game it would be automatically given in a fixed number at the start of every battle).

There is also another problem with the attack system: just like in Fire Emblem games, every unit has a hit percentage, but
you can miss the attack even after doing the QTE right (and consuming APs). I don't think that's very fair.
If you get all the QTEs right, the last attack is a critical, but as already said you need a lot of APs to do the complete combo,
and most of the time you don't have them.

Defense system has to be at least modified: when your units are attacked during an enemy turn, if they aren't killed
they can make one (and only one) attack that costs 0 AP. So, it seems good, but in reality the enemies can make combos just
like your units, which means that if you are unlucky, they can oneshot your unit and you can't do anything to avoid it.
In a game that uses QTEs during attack phases, why there couldn't be QTEs during defense phases? Maybe, and that's just
my two cents, the hypotetical defense QTEs could be to block enemy attacks (at 0 AP cost): this way if you're good enough,
your unit could survive. Maybe to balance this, the response attack could be removed.

Judging from all the above things and noticing that there isn't a limited number of turns, one could think that the right way
to play the game is to fight defensively, but that way the lack of a way to speed up enemy turns becomes more glaring.

I also find a problem with the behavior of enemy units: some stay at their location until one of your units enter their zone of
menace, others continually swarm like zergs, both in the same battle. The worse time is when your objective is to kill every
single enemy on the map, but they patiently wait for your units to come, resulting in an annoying stretch of time and turns.
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Last thing (but that's a minor problem), the english text should be revised.
I think that this game could be much better, and I'll probably give it another chance after some possible update.. This game
has a really nice vibe to it; the graphic is clean and cute, it fits perfectly the mood of the story.

The levels are really big and the platforming sessions are well studied.

Cons: sometimes the camera is a little buggy.

A great indie title!

. If you look at any reviews for this game, you'll get the impression that it's a neat idea and there might be a great game in
there somewhere, but it's not ready yet. That about sums it up. I love Stoic and I'm excited whenever they put something out,
but pass on this one for now. If there is an update that fixes some of the control issues, namely
1) the ability to que up actions while paused,
2) the ability to move the camera while paused,
3) the ability to cycle through selected characters easier (maybe binding them to 1,2,3, and 4?),
and/or
4) the ability to at least rebind controls,
then I would pay $20 for this again, maybe more.. I don't recomend this game to anyone
the only reason I got it was because of a copon that was like 90% off
so i paid 1$

-very bad graphics
-not many cars
-no game mods
-no online
-bad physics

and the list can go on for days. The ending made me j*zz my pants and question my own existence. Then I refunded it.
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Everything has been said. This is crap. If you release PC4 one day I won't buy it but rip it instead. I never ever again give you
one single euro... Thank you for nothing and ruining one of the best childhood games.. what the fk is this stupid game says
multiplayer NAD I CANT EVEN PLAY WITH MY FRIRNDS!~~~ do not purchase this game. they theieve ur monet and make
ur think ists fun game but its no. I cant reccomend the game until a few issues get fixed. Most game is skip tut's because i
honestly dont need them. This game desperately needs one but does not have one. You can maybe figure things out on your own
but honestly you probably will need outside resources of which there are few for this game. Secondly even for the things you
can figure out certain things make no sense. When matchmaking you can send one request with one fighter and have to see if
they accept or decline. While i understand why i would have liked a system where you send requests to multiples and priortize
them. Because the thing about it is the person will most of the time in my experince decline even if we are around the same level
of ability, rank and renown. Then the game does not notify you they decline, only if they accept. So then you have to waste
another day trying to send out another match. After you get a mtach you have to get them down to weight, which guess what isnt
clear how to do again beacuse of no tut. I havent been able to progress this cycle. I will not refund the game though i should on
principle because i really want to like it. Please dev if you read this take these factors into consdideration as i love management
games and esepcially boxing.. Best 1,5 hours of my life. I was very disappointed in this game, as it is far more like reading a
book with a dice based minigame instead of like playing a game. It has no branching paths, no real actual choices, and it is all
based on the luck of the rng dice gods whether you will get the spirits you need for progression. It honestly feels more like a
novel then anything else, but if it was a Virtual novel i would definitely feel cheated without some form of choice or branching
chapters as well. Very much different then expected, i expected more game and less reading, so be warned!. When I first made a
steam account I had a potato of a laptop, so my options for games to play were very limited. I had played Civ 4 BTS outside of
steam before and enjoyed it very much, and when I saw that it was available for purchase on steam I bought it. I immediately
got sucked into this game. Big time. I played it everyday. When I got bored of the same old civilizations, I installed a mod called
Diversica that added a bunch of new civs and leaders. I downloaded new maps and created custom scenarios for them. When I
got bored of the base game, I resorted to mods that overhauled the game like Fall from Heaven and Caveman2Cosmos. By the
end of my time playing this game regularly I was playing as the Klingon Empire and conquering the whole of the Alpha
Quadrant. If you're a fan of the series then you may want to consider giving this game a try.. buy office and going back screen
go black. Thank you, Steam, for *FINALLY* adding Pharaoh! I had to purchase it through GOG several years back in order to
enjoy it, but now I can finally play it via Steam. I used to play this game as a kid and absolutley loved it. I play this game now as
an adult and I still absolutley love it. In my book, it's one of the best games ever!. Okay, I've been wanting to get a "new"
breakout style game for a while, and this is the first one I bought, and I'm not disappointed. It's silly and nonsensical, with nicely
drawn and sometimes disgusting pixel art, and good physics and some gameplay twists (bullet time is your most basic arsenal).

Get it while it's cheap.. I would love this if they were added as alternate weapons. The revolver especially is amazing, and so are
the other guns. However they aren't worth sacrificing a perk
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